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ABSTRACT
The paper discusses the economic advantages of self-polishing anti­
fouling copolymers on advanced antifouling paints. The Average Hull
Roughness is introduced in a mathematical model to quantify the
fuel-oil savings on a 150 000 dwt tanker. A computer simulation
model for the comparison of wetted hull surface management is des­
cribed. The Net Present Value concept is utilised to assess the
most economical alternative on both new building and existing
ships. It showsthat self-polishing copolymerpaint, despite its
higher investment price, challenges other paint systems at today's
marine fuel-oil price.
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I PREFACE :
The study I ampresenting here is not an attempt to determine con­
cisely which paint system is most economical for a given ship but
rather presents the methods to use in making such a determination
whenspecific detailed input data is available.
The economical recession which began in 1973 has and will continue
to make the energy users more aware of the fact that marine
fuel-oil cost takes a large part of the total ship running cost.
Thus,the main objective of the following development is to produce
a data-based programwhich takes into consideration the inter-con­
nection between a hull paint system and the global ship running
cost.The program is composed of several sub-programs providing a
means which eases an otherwise tedious and laborious economical
study based on the Net Present Value concept. This shows the time
elapsed before a more expensive alternative starts to be profita­
ble.
11 INTRODUCTION :
The total cost of hull roughness of the United-Kingdom's Merchant
Fleet in terms of extra fuel-oil needed to maintain the new ship
speed and assuming no fouling, has been evaluated by a team of the
University of Newcastle upon Tyne -1980- to £ 400 Million per year
taking an initial hull roughness of 125 um MAAand an annual
increase of roughness of 25 um and an average fuel cost of all
types burnt of £70 per ton .
A similar study was also done to evaluate the extra fuel cost due
to both roughness and fouling of the Royal Navy fleet and is
approaching 20% ,
U"€°"bted]y. hull bottom roughness and fouling are two parameters
WhlchPlay a significant role in a ship running cost . Shipowners
cannot indefinitely neglect the fact that a well controlled hull
V°U9h"9SS15 synonymous with consequential savings .
In the following, I am tackling the possible savings which can be
earned if a proper and adequate paint system is chosen on a VLCC
vessel. The hull paint system will be limited to: (i) an advanced
antifouling paint, (ii) a self polishing copolymer. However,due to
the sophisticated and different quality of each of those namedabo­
ve, the program should allow alteration of data whenever it might
be needed in order to approach the reality as near as possible .
This would give one a more flexible program .
The study includes new ships as well as existing ones.
Energy conservation is widely dependent on four main factors which
are:
. Hull efficiency improvement
. Engine efficiency improvement
. Propulsion efficiency improvement
b(aJ|'\.)—| . Operational improvement
The last three factors will not be in the scope of this work. Howe­
ver. the first factor i.e. Hull efficiency improvementis itself
dependent on two parameters :
(i) Frictionnal resistance
(ii) Residual resistance
The latter has much to do with the hydrodynamic form of the hull
while the former is directly concerned with the phenomenaof fou­
ling and roughness .
The marine field people have knownfor centuries that fouling
roughness caused by marine growths is responsible for a decreased
ship's performance.
Today. research work is showing that fouling roughness is not the
Only Parameter producing ship performance changes but also the hull
roughness which has muchto do with the plating material itself.
the P3l"t quality and behaviour etc...
:3 is this latter consideration I intend to develop i_e_ what are
e influences of hull roughness on ship economics 7
111 HULL ROUGHNESS :
Hull roughness embraces not less than four components . These four
components are successively :
(i) Plating
(ii) Paint/Coating
(iii) Corrosion
(iv) Fouling .
(i) The plating
The plate roughness is the initial roughness of the bare metal used
for shell plating , right from the steel-mill factory . It should
be noted that nothing can be done in this area unless new materials
are found or muchmore expensive materials with smoother surface
are employed in ship building .
(ii) The paint/coating
The paint/coating roughness represents the additional roughness
added by the application of various anticorrosion and antifouling
paints or coatings and is highly dependent on the type of coatings,
the application techniques and the quality of workmanshipduring
application .
(iii) Corrosion
The corrosion roughness represents the increase in hull roughness
caused by surface pitting and cracking in areas where anticorrosion
measures have failed .
(iv) Fouling
Thehfouling roughness represents the marine growths on hull surfacew - . . . . _é 9? Or not protected by antifouling paints - if antifouling coa­
tings have failed or exceeded their effective life ­
IV ROUGHNESS QUANTIFICATION
The measure of hull roughness used in this paper is the so-called
AVERAGEHULLROUGHNESS,AHR expressed in microns per 50 millimeters
- um/50mm - .
At some 100 or more positions evenly spread over the hull wetted
surface the Mean Hull Roughness , MHR, is measured from about a
dozen 50mmsampling lengths . The average of the MHRvalues is the
Average Hull Roughness .
where the measurement positions have not been uniformly distributed
over the bottom and sides , some weighting may be necessary in the
averaging process .
The MHRis obtained from the separation of two parallel lines tou­
ching the highest peak and lowest trough in each 50mmsample . In
recent measuring instruments this slope is judged by a skid sur­
rounding the measuring probe which is then able to measure and out­
put the peak to trough separation directly , thus avoiding the
manual analysis of smokedglass slides using a freehand envelope
curve judged by eye .
The BSRA'smethod is one way of approach of quantifying the hull
surface topography. It is certainly a good step to evaluate the
roughness effect on the ship's power. But one has to consider that
although the BSRA'smethod is based on statistical computation it
is not yet the best solution to hull roughness identification. As a
matter of fact, two equal AHRmight not necessarly represent two
identical configurations. Figure 2 shows two surfaces of different
t0D0graDhy but of equal AHR.Because of those differences. a cor­
rection factor should be included while determining the hull rou­
ghness effect on ship power. In the following study this correction
factor is not taken into consideration.
V FOULING ROUGHNESS EVOLUTION
grasses which initially appear in the fouling process and non­
pliant fouling represented by higher level organisms such as bar­
nacles whichrequire a suitable fouling substrate prior to atta­
ching themselves to the hull
The hull fouling roughness is evaluated taking into account the
following parameters :
(i) Antifouling coating effective life if any
(ii) Ship's time in port
(iii) Port fouling severity .
Eachtype of antifouling coating has a particular effective life
depending upon the toxicant concentration and efficiency .
The fouling caused by time spent in port is highly depending upon
the length of the stay and the port fouling characteristics . The
latter factor is easily determined as data of port fouling factor
coming from long date observations are nowadays available from all
the measure ports all around the world .
This fouling aspect will merely be incorporated in the ship's tra­
ding pattern i.e. the number of day in port or anchorage and the
geographical operation by choosing the proper toxicant grade of the
antifouling . Days at sea are not taken into consideration as it
has been worked out that fouling do not occur if the ship's speed
exceed 3 knots .
Once fouling occurs , it is rather difficult to make an assessment
of the fouling grade . The effect of fouling on ship's power is not
yet precisely defined and research work based on widely collected
data information should lead in a near future in an improvement of
the 1978 ITTC's formula which will be touch upon further on in this
study .
For the purpose of this study the assumptions of having a sound
a"t‘°°VV°5l°" Dalnt System applied on a well pretreated hull surfa­
Cedi.e. grit-blasted to SA2 1/2 and with a blast-primer coat arema e .
VI ROUGHNESS EVOLUTION DURING THE BUILDING STAGE
Usually the average roughness of shot blasted and primed stock pla­
te lays between 40 and 60um/50mm.A typical wetted surface paint
system has a dry film thickness of about 300um to 500um. The cause
of the observed roughness of hulls PVIOVt° de1lVeFY IS Clearly due
to the nature of the applied paint together with any inadequacies
in the application process. The roughness increase is also observed
after each drydocking, the new paint system being the cause. This
is even true for self-polishing paint where after water washing of
the old SPC and applying a new SPC, the hull roughness at the out­
docking is actually higher of 25 to 30um/50mmthan the indocking
figure.
Table I shows the roughness history of one vessel from the shot
blasted and shop primed plates, through fabrication and the various
stages of painting to subsequent drydockings.
AHR um/50mm
Shot blasted and primed plate 55
After 3 coats anti-corrosive 135
After antifouling 160
At first drydocking;indocking 160
At first drydocking; outdocking 180
Table I : Roughness during building
VII ROUGHNESS EVOLUTION OF NEW SHIPS
The hull roughness of new ships beginning service is highly depen­
dent of the shipyard careness and the ability of handling the hull
plating.
A set of data produced by BSRAfor ships built between 1966 and
1975 gave a mean value of 129um/50mm. with a modal value of 125
um/50mm.
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It is nowadays possible to get values of less than 100um/50mmand
someshipyard argue on the possibility of delivering ships with a
roughness of 60um/50mm.On the other hand, values exceeding 200
um/50mmare still encountered on new ships.
VIII ROUGHNESS EVOLUTION WITH AGE or sum»
The evolution of hull roughness with the age of the ship is mainly
depending upon the following:
(i) the coating systems used and their performance
(ii) the cathodic protection if any
(iii)the numberof drydockings and the quality of work
carried out at each.
As a commonrule, the AHRincreases with the age of ship but the
relationship between roughness and age is far to be simple. This is
clearly demonstrated in fig.1 showing the wide scatter of data
points. The data exclude hulls which have been fully re-blasted at
any stage.
8.1 Evolution of hull roughness with SPCpaint systems
The evolution of hull roughness on ships painted with self-poli­
shing copolymers depends mainly on the smoothing and polishing
rates and the anti-corrosion paint system. The smoothing rate of
the best quality paint may be as high as -3um/50mmper month and
the polishing rate as high as 10um.The polishing rate is generally
chosen accordingly with the ship's speed pattern. A slow ship will
usually have a paint which has a high polishing rate.
After each drydocking, the AHRbecomes higher than the in-docking
Value ( +25 to 30um/50mm) due to the new paint application. A five
year Ship has an AHRaverage of 150 um/50mmwhile a 10 year ship
has an AHR average of 230 um/50mm.
8 2 Evolution of hull roughness with advanced antifouling paint
system :
An average of 30um/50mmyearly increase has been reported by a BSRA
study over a number of year. However, a well maintained wetted hull
surface might have a figure as low as 10 to 15um/50mmincrease per
annum. On the contrary, a bad maintained hull may have a yearly AHR
increase of up to 50um/50mm.A five year ship has as an average an
AHRof 275um/50mmwhile a 10 year ship has an average AHRof up to
600um/50mm.
IX PAINT MATERIALS
Paint systems of a ship's wetted surface have two main functions:
(i) to protect the plating against corrosion
(ii) to avoid marine growths.
The paint manufacturers have not yet elaborate a paint which could
be able to give both protections. Consequently, the ship's paint
system is composedof two paint types, each one fulfilling a deter­
mined task, namely a primer system giving protection against corro­
sion and an anttifouling system giving protection against marine
growths.
9.1 Anti-corrosion paint systems :
The ship's wetted surface steel plating is at sea subject to an
electro-chemical corrosion process.
The corrosion development is relatively important due to the fact
that sea water is a good electricity conductor and has a high oxy­
gen concentration. This electro-chemical corrosion can be stopped
by applying a coating working as a barrier avoiding any contact
between the steel plate on one side and the sea water and the oxy­
gen on the other side. This coating needs also to have a very high
electrical resistance.
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The other requirements are that it should have a very high adhesion
and mechanical strength. There are todays quite a number of paints
which fulfill the above requirements and the types which are pre­
vailing are based on vinyl tar and coal tar epoxy.
To give an effective corrosion protection, those paints require
however a well shot blasted surface and eventually a blast primer
or shop primer paint. The surface is then given a two to four coats
with a total dryfilm thickness of up to 400um.
9.2 Antifouling paint systems :
All the antifouling paints,despite their different mechanismsof
action, have one thing in common:all use biocides in order to
control marine growth fouling. The biocides used are mainly organo­
tins, cuprous oxide and cuprous thiocyanate.
9.2.1 Conventional antifouling paints :
For many years ships were drydocked on an annual basis and conven­
tional antifouling paints were applied year after year.
The mechanismof action of such paints is based on the release of
biocides from a soluble rosin matrix. A flood of biocides is relea­
sed as soon as the ship is launched.
The leaching rate decreases in an exponential manner and after 6 to
12 months, the release is not high enough to give adequate protec­
tion. The porous film left after the biocides leach out presents a
weak substrate for the newly applied coatings. This, together with
the accumulation of paint year after year, coat after coat_ can
9lV€ rise to detachment problems and thus increase the hull rou­
ghness of the ship.
9.2.2 Advancedantifouling paints :
This type of paints functions in a similar manner to the conven­
tionnal paints, but gives somewhatlonger protection. The film is
reinforced with a strong, insoluble resin such as chlorinated rub­
ber or vinyl resin. Paint accumulation, again, represents a problem
and after a few dockings, peeling off and flaking will occur and,
consequently, roughness will increase.
Reactivable antifouling paints are based on a principle similar to
that named above but can provide even longer protection. The porous
layer, formed as the toxicants leach out. can be easily removed by
especially designed brushes, exposing a new fresh layer of antifou­
ling. This reactivation process can be performed afloat without the
need for drydocking. However, attention must be paid to the fact
that in-situ brushing i.e. brushing while the ship is afloat is -no
matter howcarefully performed - source of fouling problems because
a certain percentage of antifouling is obviously removedwhile
brushing is carried out.
9.2.3 Self-Polishing Copolymerantifouling paint systems :
The early 1970's saw the introduction of self-polishing copolymer
antifouling paints SPCs. These are based on organotin copolymers,
which, unlike the conventionnal and long life antifouling paints,
release the biocides in a controlled manner.
Onhighly sophisticated SPCs. this leaching rate is almost linear
and constant. The organotin biocides are chemically bound to the
polymer and are released in contact with sea water, by the hydroly­
sis and/or ion exchange. The remaining backbone then dissolves or
is washed away, allowing a new, fresh surface to be exposed. This
mechanismprovides a much better and more linear rate of biocide
release. Thus, the antifouling action is extended to the last layer
of paint. This surface hydrolysis / ion exchange makes the antifou­
ling protection directly proportional to the thickness of the coa­
ting. This latter characteristic allows a longer fouling free
period, thus a longer drydocking interval is practically feasible.
However, an important remark has to be mentionned when it concerns
the effective life time of an SPCpaint system. Theoritically, it
is particularly true that the antifouling protection is proportio­
nal to the dryfilm thickness of the SPCcoats but a practical limit
has to be set because of the mechanical property of the paint. The
paint is subject to gravity force and depending on the adhesion and
strength characteristics detachment problems mayoccur.
Today, some SPCpaints are able to give a sixty months fouling pro­
tection.
This type of protection can only be offered by the self-polishing
paints and the reactivable paints. The difference lays in the case
of self-polishing antifouling paints, that the ship's wetted surfa­
ce actually becomessmoother in operation due to the fact that tur­
bulent water flow will have a higher effect on the dissolution of
the peaks of the paint surface. Thus. a decrease in roughness is
noted between that observed on a newly painted ship and the same
Ship returned for the next drydocking.
Figure 3 shows the different mechanismsof antifouling paints with
time at sea.
x HULL MAINTENANCE STRATEGIES
A shipowner has nowadays the utmost hard task of choosing the ade­
quate hull maintenance strategy for each particular ship of his
fleet since the fleet might be composedof several different ship
types or ships of the same model might operate in a different man­
ner.
A well designed hull maintenance strategy will certainly lead to
considerable savings whereas a non adequate one might be a conse­
quent burden on the operating costs of the ship.
The large paint spectrum available today on the market makes the
choice the shipowner will have to realize soon or later rather dif­
ficult. The wide variety of paints offered by each major paint
makers added with the relative small feature differences within a
group of paints might be somewhat bewildering.
In a hull maintenance strategy one has to define clearly the task
to be accomplished by the paint system. By paint system I mean the
paint quality, the paint type and the coat thicknesses applied on
the outer hull. Paint systems are very much dependent on the subs­
tract i.e. the state of the bare hull surface.
XI DRYDOCKING INTERVAL
The drydocking interval i.e. the time between two consecutive out­
docking and indocking may. at present. technically be extended to
periods of 48 to 60 months with the paint quality available. The
Classification Societies and the GovernmentalAgencies are in fact
the new barrier to an extended drydocking interval. No matter how
well preserved the wetted surface might be. other underhull featu­
res like the tailshaft sealing. the sea-water intake and outtake.
the bowthruster or the rudder. are subject to control and/or main­
tenance which require drydocking.
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Another parameter which ought to be taken seriously is the uncer­
tainty of either the time the ship will belong to that particular
shipowner or the lenght of time the ship will operate on a pre­
viously established long-term program. Those uncertainties play a
great deal in terms of possible greater earnings due to proper hull
maintenance strategy.
The best study one could do concerning the comparison of costs
induced by various paint systems would be to take two syster ships
having the same trading pattern over a period of several years.
Each ship should have the same speed, the same new ship hull rou­
ghness but one having an advanced antifouling paint as a permanent
paint system. the other ship having a sophisticated selfpolishing
antifouling paint as a permanent paint system.
Then, the drydocking interval for each ship should be clearly defi­
ned as to avoid any fouling start which would otherwise affect our
evaluation of the hull roughness as a measurable quantity. Indeed,
the mathematical model of the fouling effect on ship's resistance
is not yet clearly defined. Further studies and data accumulation
should lead to such a model in the same aspect as the one related
to roughness development.
Because of roughness development or let one say roughness increase
for the ship having an advanced antifouling paint, the ship's ope­
rator will soon after drydocking notice an engine load increase.
The very first months the ship's speed may easily be maintained as
naval architects always provide a service power margin sufficient
enough to make or exceed the designed speed.
However,after a few months the ship's resistance increase is too
high to be permanently matched by the service power margin as it
was commonlydone before the oil crisis. A commonpractice was to
keep a permanent engine load i.e. either by reducing the engine
speed or by reducing the propeller blade area. both alternatives
Ieadlng to a ship's speed loss. An other alternative is to use a
controllable pitch propeller where the engine load can be kept
°°"5ta"t bk merely adapting the blade pitch. In all those previous
if-‘ngine-loadisprovingdetrimentaltothe
. is easily understandable as the blade
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pitch changes are there simply to adapt the engine to the changes
of the hull resistance i.e. keeping a maximumoutput of the engine
whereby the specific fuel consumption can be kept constant. In
other words the extra load created by the hull resistance increase
is subsequently changing either the ship's speed or the engine
power both leading to an increase of fuel oil consumption.
0n particular ships such as liners, the service power margin was
still kept sufficient in order to maintain the ship's speed from
its original figure, drydocking interval and fouling level being
then well matched.
XII IMPACT OF HULL ROUGHNESS ON THE SHIP's PERFORMANCE
The shaft horsepower (SHP) needed to propel a ship at a given speed
and displacement, includes several parameters and is the sum of:
SHPrequired= SHPclean hull + SHProughness + SHPwind
+SHPwaves
For ease of calculation, the variation of shaft horsepower due to
changes of wind and wave pattern shall be neglected. Thus. I assume
that weather conditions has no effect on shaft horsepower which is
indeed absolutely wrong.
Let one then investigate the effect of roughness changes on the SHP
required.
The increase of hull resistance due to fouling is a well knownfact
amongmariners. However, the changes of hull resistance due to
changes of hull roughness is somewhat new. A first estimation made
by Scott and Lackenby of the relationship between roughness and
power was a linear function stating that a 10um/50mmincrease of
roughness will cause an increase of 1%.
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The International Towing Tank Conference held in 1978 has adopted
the relationship of Bowdenand Davison. The relationship gives :
where
P1 F
P2 =
K1 =
K2 =
p =
V I
31- P2 *100% = 5.3.[(1<1)‘-(K2)/‘J
P
power increment due to
power increment due to
average hull roughness
average hull roughness
total power at maximum
roughness of a rough ship
roughness of a smooth ship
of a rough ship ( um/50mm )
of a smooth ship (um/50mm)
continuous rate (MCR)
This non-linear relationship shows that power increases are more
significant for changes of hull roughness of smoother hulls than
for rougher hulls, which is more realistic than the previous 1%
rule. However, large AHRdifferences tend to overestimate the
roughness effect on delivered power.
Using the following formula will aim towards what is practically
observed in real life :
31- P2 *100% = 3.3.B1<1) -(K2) ]
The table below shows the power increase versus roughness increases
using the latter formula :
K2 K1 3% K2 K1 3%
125- 135 +.49 125- 225 4.11
135- 145 .47 225- 325 3.01
145- 155 .45 325- 425 2.44
155- 155 .43 425- 525 2.03
155- 175 .41 525- 525 1.33
175- 135 .40 525- 725 1.55
135- 195 .33 725- 325 1.50
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The interpretation of the above table shows that changes of AHRof
smoother hulls have a greater influence in power changes than of
rougher hulls for the same changes of AHR.
Example: A 10um/50mmchange from 125 to 135um/50mm increases the
power with 0.49% while a l0um/50mm change from 185 to 195um/50mm
increases the power with 0.38%.
One can already argue that higher savings will be made if SPC is
applied on a smoother hull which is true only if a sound shot-bla­
sting and a high performance anti-corrosion system are applied
beforehand.
<j_{__.____..
.__...,.___._\
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mi COMPUTER SIMULATION MODEL
The simulation model is worked out on an IBMPC, 126 kbytes. Advan­
ced Basic is the language used on the program composed of several
subprograms. Table X shows the flow chart diagram of the model
simulation program.
Six subprograms are computing the global cost of a paint system.
They are in fact the six possible alternatives to two paint types
i.e. SPCand Advancedantifouling. The six different alternatives
are supposed to represent one of the best protection.
Those six subprograms compute the paint quantity in liters knowing
the numberof coats, the losses while spraying, the dryfilm thick­
ness, the surface area bottom and sides, the solid by volume con­
tent and the percentage of hull being painted.
The paint and paint spraying costs are then computed knowing the
following parameters:
(i) the various paint type price per liter
(ii) two different spraying costs per square meter (anti­
fouling paints have a higher spraying cost)
(iii) the shot-blasting and / or water cleaning cost per
square meter
(iv) the hull area percentage
F0? the Purpose of the Study. the paint prices per liter represent
the price of the paint which give the best protection. However, one
can introduce other paint qualities at lower prices but one has
then to take into account the differences of the in-service rou­
ghness development. the safe coat's dryfilm thickness, the number
of coats etc... .In fact this would lead one to alter the hull
Daint system procedure by introducing more alternatives into the
simulation model.
0 - . _ _
kgg m:g%also make the assumption that each time the ship is drydoc­
. of the wetted hull surface has to be shot-blasted and is
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given a new anticorrosive system.
Paint spraying losses is usually between 30%and 50%. It is a gene­
ral trend that the spraying losses with sophisticated paints such
as SPCs are much lower because the application is performed more
carefully due to the relative high price of those paints.
In general, the paint spraying losses do vary from shipyard to shi­
pyard and a careful shipyard do account for 30%losses.
Sometimesthe shipowners are willing to have different coat numbers
on the sides and the flat bottom as flat bottom polishing rate is
higher with SPCs and on the other hand that the flat bottom is sub­
ject to less fouling due to less luminosity. However, the total
thickness of either SPCor advanced antifouling must be well plan­
ned not to exceed the effective life time of the system.
The drydocking cost is evaluated knowing that the in-docking and
out-docking plus one day drydocking is calculated using a formula
which is today used in a north european country.The formula is:
0.047 * LOA * BM * DM in US Dollars
and for each extra day by:
0.023 * LOA * BM * DM in US Dollars
where
LOA= length overall
BM = breadth moulded
DM = deapth moulded
The off-hire cost is also included in the global paint system cost
and for the case of the VLCCtaken into consideration a value of
$ 10 000 per day was chosen. It should be noted that an off-hire of
5 10 000 ‘5 What is Prevailing On today's depressed time charter's
market °"d d° 0"‘! COVE?the Operating costs and a very small part
of the capital cost.
« )
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A global figure is used as a daily ship running cost which embraces
the crew cost i.e. the wages and leaves,the overtime, the pensions,
the crew travel, the manningexpenses, the storing cost i.e. provi­
sions,general purpose stores,cabin stores, the lubricating oils,
the insurance cost including the insurance premiums and the P&I
club premiums etc..... . An amount of $ 8 000 a day has been taken
for the study.
The off-hire cost, running cost and daily drydocking cost do play
an essential factor whencomparing two different hull paint systems
as any difference in drydocking duration will highly enlarge the
total cost. Thus, a right estimation of those latter parameters is
of crucial importance and is actually influencing the decision
making of the hull maintenance policy.
XIV DESCRIPTION OF THE SUBPROGRAMS
14.1 First Subprogram :
It computes the cost of a paint system using self-polishing copoly­
mer paint on a new building ship. The drydocking cost as well as
the off-hire cost and the ship running cost are obviously omitted
as such considerations are not involved at that particular stage.
The subprogram computes the cost of a 100% area of one coat of shop
primer (30um). two coats of coal tar epoxy anticorrosion of 125um
each, three coats of self-polishing copolymer of 125umeach with
reinforced toxic substances and mediumpolishing rate (Bum/month)
to match the trading pattern and the ship's speed operation giving
a comfortable safety margin at the end of the thirty months opera­
tion i.e. avoiding any fouling starting on the entire hull.
The out-docking AHRvalue will be 125um/50mm.The in-service poli­
5hl"9 Pate 15 3UmDer month, while the smoothing rate is of 0 to
'3“m/50mm Per month.
14.2 Second subprogram :
It computes the cost of a paint system using an advanced antifou­
ling paint on a new building ship. The various costs as ship run­
ning cost ,off—hire and drydocking cost are also omitted in this
calculation as it was done in the first subprogram.
The hull is given the same anticorrosion system as the previous
program. Two60umcoats of advanced antifouling of adequate quality
and toxicity should ensure a fouling free period of thirty months.
The out-docking AHRis 125um/50mm.The in-service roughness increa­
se would be in the range of 2 to 3.5um/50mm per month.
14.3 Third Subprogram :
It computes the cost of drydocking the ship which has already a
self-polishing paint system and is going to have a new self-poli­
shing paint system.
The wetted hull surface is spot blasted on 10%of the total surface
because of various hull damagesand/or paint failure. water clea­
ning of the entire hull and a new anti-corrosion system is put on
the spot blasted area. Then, three coats of self-polishing paint
(l25umeach) are directly applied on the hull.
The drydocking cost, the ship's running cost and the off-hire cost
have now to be computed and added to the paint cost eventhough the
ship is having a general repair. maintenance work and inspection
obligation at the same time. As it will appear in the sixth sub­
program, one has to consider the various costs named above because
some paint systems do require or, more exactly. would be more effi­
cient if the hull is entirely shot blasted. In manycountries. shot
blasting is not allowed to be performed during day time but only by
night, so as a consequence this will incure a lenghtening of the
drydocking duration. By including the various costs involved during
drydocking in the third. fourth. fifth and sixth subprograms. any
°""“° C0“ due to lenghtening of the ship's drydocking time will
appear ”hi1° C°mP3Tl"9the global total cost of two different paint
systems.
Drydocking time is six days. The out-docking AHRwill be somewhat
higher (average of +25um/50mm)than the in-docking AHRbecause of
the increase of AHRwhile applying new paint coatings.
14.4 Fourth Subprogram :
It computes the cost of drydocking a ship which has already a
self-polishing paint system but which would go over to an advanced
antifouling paint system.
The hull is spot blasted on 10%of the wetted surface then totally
water cleaned. A new anticorrosion system is put on spot blasted
area, followed by a 40umsealer coat on the entire wetted surface.
The hull is then given two 60umcoats of advanced antifouling.
Drydocking time is six days. The out—docking roughness,depending
upon the ship's age and previous hull policy, is about 25 to
30um/50mmhigher than the in-docking value.
14.5 Fifth Subprogram :
It computes the cost of a ship which has an advanced antifouling
paint system and is going to go over to a self-polishing paint
system.
Because of the non compatibility of self-polishing copolymer paints
to other antifouling paint types and that self-polishing copolymer
are the most benificial if a sound anti—corrosion system is app­
lied, the entire wetted hull surface is shot blasted to SA2 1/2
standard. This measure is having a direct consequence on the dry­
docking time which is largely extented compared with other paint
maintenance schemes. The hull is 100%water cleaned followed by one
coat of blast primer. The anti-corrosion system consist of two
coats of coal tar epoxy of 125umeach. The self-polishing paint
System is composed of three coats of 125umeach.
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The out-docking AHRis 125um/50mm.The drydocking time is twelve
days.
14.6 Sixth Subprogram :
It computes the cost of drydocking a ship which has an advanced
antifouling paint system and is going over to a new advanced anti­
fouling paint system.
The wetted hull surface is 10%spot blasted, entirely water cleaned
and a new anti-corrosion system applied on the spot blasted area. A
40umsealer coat is applied on the entire hull followed by two
coats of advanced antifouling paint of 60umeach.
The out-docking AHRwould however be higher than the ship of the
same age which has always had a self-polishing paint system in the
past.A five year old ship which has always had an advanced antifou­
ling paint system previously will have as an average figure an AHR
of 250 to 350um/50mm.However, no sensible increase of the AHRis
noticed during the first drydocking interval.
14.7 Seventh Subprogram :
The subprogram output is a table consisting of six columns.
The first column shows the drydocking interval on a month per month
basis.
The second column shows the fuel-oil quantity in metric tons saved
each month. This is computed using the 1978 ITTC's formula with a
coefficient change from 5.8 to 3.8 . The percentage of power
increase or fuel-oil consumption increase represents the savings
earned by comparing two different paint systems each one having a
different in—serviceroughness evolution e.g. the self-polishing
palnt System has 3 -0.5um/50mm per month evolution ( smoothing )
and the advanced antifouling paint system has a +2_5um/sommper
th « . . . .
mo" °V°]”t‘°" ( '°U9h"l"9 ) which gives a percentage savings at
the end of the second month of :
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3.8 * [(125+2.5)’ - (125-o.5)"’] = 0.15%
of the fuel-oil consumptionif the self-polishing alternative had
been chosen instead of the advanced antifouling system for a same
out-docking AHRvalue of 125um/50mm.This percentage is then mul­
tiplied by the daily fuel-oil consumption and the numberof days at
sea per month which gives the fuel-oil consumption difference in
metric tons per month of the two alternatives.
The third columnindicates the present value of the fuel-oil price
month after month. The program has the flexibility of changing the
monthlyrate of increase of the fuel-oil price.
Assumptions can be made with no marine fuel-oil price increase
during the whole drydocking interval period or that fuel-oil price
will steadily increase during the first monthsthen stabilizes
during few other months and finally decreases steadily until the
end of the drydocking interval. The marine fuel-oil price variation
has indeed a great repercussion on the pay—backperiod especially
if a sensible fuel-oil price variation occurs towards the end of
the drydocking interval period were the compared savings in terms
of fuel-oil quantity are highest.
Tables 11 and 12 show the influence of marine fuel-oil price chang­
es on the pay-back period.
The fourth columnrepresents the fuel-oil saving value also on a
month by month basis. This saving value represents actually the
compoundedvalue of savings to that particular time within the dry­
docking period,
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The fifth columnrepresents the Net Present Value of fuel-oil
savings. The decision of choosing a particular paint system instead
of an other paint system involves a difference in costs. The
savings of fuel-oil earned by choosing the most "energy saving"
alternative can in fact be considered as a flow of revenues that
are received in the future while the difference in cost considered
above has to be paid right at the out—docking of the ship. This
introduces us to the concept of Net Present Value.
A dollar received today is worth more than a dollar received next
year, which in turn is worth more than a dollar received the follo­
wing year. The reason for this is that a dollar held today may be
deposited in a bank or other interest earning security and at the
end of one year it will be worth the original dollar plus the inte­
rest earned on that dollar. Looking at this from the reverse
aspect, a dollar earned one year from today is worth less than a
dollar that is held today.
The discounting rate is depending on the shipowner's policy. This
appropriate discounting rate is called the "Opportunity" discount
rate.
This is actually the rate of interest or return the shipowner could
earn in his best alternative use of funds at the same level of
risk. The alternative use of the funds must involve the same level
of risk or uncertainty, since manyother alternative uses of the
funds will be more or less risky or uncertain and are. thus, not
strictly comparablewith the present proposal.
An opportunity discount rate of 15%is what is generally encounte­
red among shipowners today.
The sixth columnrepresents the pay-back period of one alternative
against the second one. The figure on the first row represents the
cost difference of the two alternatives which has,as explained abo­
ve. to be paid in one way or an other when the ship is leaving the
drydock. Then. the net present value of the fuel-oil savings is
b - . . .5” Stracted t0 the DreV1ousfigure. This gives a very clear pay-­
b . . .
“Ck p°"°d ‘W399and one can easily plot whenever profits may be
realised or not_
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XV RUNNING OF THE PROGRAM
The major parameters needed to run the program are either fixed
parameters or variable parameters. These are:
(i) ship measurements
(ii) daily fuel-oil consumption
(iii) number of steaming days a year
(iv) running cost per day
(v) off-hire cost per day
(vi) fuel-oil price per day
(vii) paint type prices per liter
(viii) out-docking roughness of two different paint
systems inquired depending upon the age of the
ship.
The operator then chooses two of the six maintenance program alter­
natives which are:
Alternative
Alternative
Alternative
Alternative
Alternative
Alternative
—|
|\)
(40
J5
(J1
O1
: new building with advanced antifouling
system
: drydocking of an advanced antifouling
going over to a self-polishing copolymer
system
: drydocking of an advanced antifouling
going over the same paint system as pre­
viously
: newbuilding with a self-polishing copoly­
mer system
3 drydocking of a SPC system going over to a
new SPC system
3 dTyd0Ckin9 of a SPC system going over to
an advanced antifouling system.
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Then the monthly hull roughness changes have to be given for both
alternatives.
The output is a table showing the pay-back period followed by the
drydocking interval end period hull roughness of both alternatives.
XVI DISCUSSION
For all the tables in the appendix, the following fixed parameters
have been taken:
* 150 000 dwt tanker
* 15 390 square meters total wetted hull surface (to ful­
ly loaded line )
* $ 10 000 off-hire
* $ 8 000 running cost a day
* $ 8 self-polishing copolymer per liter
* $ 6 advanced antifouling per liter
* $ 3 coal tar epoxy per liter
* 5 4 sealer coat per liter
* $ 3.5 blast primer per liter
* $ 3.5 shop primer per liter
* $ 1 spraying of antifouling per square meter
$ .5 spraying of other paint types per square meter
$ 10 shot blasting per square meter
S 180 per metric ton of marine fuel-oil
100 metric tons a day fuel-oil consumption
300 steaming days a year
15%opportunity discount rate
8%yearly compoundingrate of fuel-oil price
15-1 First C359 Study: Cost and pay-back period comparison at the
new building stage. See tables IV and V.
Total cost of SPC paint system: 3 245 955
Total cost of advanced antifouling system: $ 115 810
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Cost difference of the two above alternatives: $ 131 145
The two alternatives have the same out-docking roughness of
125um/50mm.The SPC ship's hull smoothes at a rate of -0.5um/50mm
per month. The advanced antifouling ship's hull roughens at a rate
Qf +2_5um/50mmper month. No fuel savings are made at the end of
the first month in-service because of the same out-docking rou­
ghness of the two alternatives.
The pay-back period is between the 21st and 22nd month and the
total savings at the end of the 30th month are $ 113 565.
The following in-docking roughness of both alternatives are:
SPC ship: 110um/50mm
Advanced antifouling ship: 200um/50mm
The savings would have been greater if the ship had a greater num­
ber of steaming days per annum. A lower opportunity discount rate
than 15%would also give a higher saving value. A discount rate of
12%gives a final saving value of $ 124 880 which represents an
additional saving of $ 11 315 compared with a 15%discount rate.
16.2 Second case study: Cost and pay-back period comparison after
the second drydocking i.e. ships of five
year age. See tables VI and VII.
The first alternative is the ship with advanced antifouling system
going over to an SPCsystem while the second alternative is the
same ship which keeps the same paint system as previously i.e. an
advanced antifouling system.
Here, the total paint cost difference between the two alternatives
is very high: $ 438 279. This is explained by the fact that the
Ship 90l"9 over to an SPCsystem has to be shot-blasted entirely.
The drydocking duration is therefore much greater ( 12 days ) than
the Ship keeping the same Paint system ( 6 days ).
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However, the out-docking AHRof the ship keeping the same paint
system is much higher than the ship going over to an SPC system.
The latter will recover its new-building AHRof 125um/50mmwhile
the advanced antifouling alternative will have an out-docking AHR
of 250um/50mm.
During the first month in-service, large fuel-oil savings are
already noticeable. The pay-back period is 18 months and the total
savings at the end of the drydocking interval are $ 354 081.
16.3 Third case study: See tables VIII and IX.
Let one imagine that the shipowner decides to sell the tanker at
the next drydocking period. He has then to decide wether it is
worthwhile to paint the ship which had a previous SPC system with a
new SPC system or with an advanced antifouling system.
The cost difference of the two alternatives is $ 51 641. Let one
assume that the ship is 10 years of age . The in-docking AHRis
230um/50mmand the out-docking AHRwould most probably be around
260um/50mmfor both alternatives.
The pay-back period is 17 months and the total savings at the end
of the drydocking interval is $ 104 869.
It is interesting to notice that the shipownerstill has the free­
domof selling the ship even before the date fixed previously
without loosing money. The other bonus is that a ship having an SPC
system would probably be sold at a higher price than the same ship
having an advanced antifouling paint system.
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XVII CONCLUSION
The study has been built on a number of assumptions. The backbone
of the study lays on the quantification of fuel-oil saved while
comparing two different alternatives. This was based on the ITTC's
formula of 1978.
This maynot be the proper formula for all kinds of ships since it
derives from ship model research and ship trials of a specific ship
type. However, the percentage of fuel-oil saved given by using the
above mentioned formula does agree with what is generally found out
by the technical managementdepartments where engine performances
have been well followed from the new building stage. Therefore. the
fuel-oil consumptionchanges are surely correlated with the increa­
sed hull resistance solely and not with changes of engine efficien­
cy.
The program is opened to any further research. Newfactors as well
as factors which were not taken into consideration e.g. the loading
factor, can be easily introduced to assess the effect of hull
roughness and fouling on ship efficiency.
The last but not least assumption concerns the quality of work whi­
le the ship is being painted. Although it is reflected by the AHR
figure, the savings expected will be madeonly if the right appli­
cation scheme has been chosen since a non proper paint or dryfilm
thickness or shot blasting quality may lead to a huge loss of
money.
The study of a whole ship's life may easily be achieved assuming
that the hull roughness evolution is known.
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